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Celebrating  
Ten Years of GRIP



December 2015 marked 10 years since the very first GRIP Student Leadership 
Conference (previously called Impact Leadership). We are very proud of how we 
have grown and developed over this time to now be highly regarded specialists in 
the area of student leadership. The photos shown are a walk down memory lane, 
showing some of the faces and moments that have contributed to our story over 
the past 10 years.

Celebrating  
Ten Years of GRIP
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Four Essential Keys

By Ronan McGinniss

to Training New 
Student Leaders

As a parent myself I have found myself quietly chuckling, awaiting the day that they realise that their best laid out plans will not 
always be rolled out easily. What I do know, however, is they will do an excellent job raising a child. The very fact that they are 
making their child such a priority and trying to leave little to chance, gives them a great starting point. 

Observing these friends has caused me to think about how schools and teachers approach the ‘birth’ of a new student leadership 
team. With school’s being such busy places it is common for many schools to rush (often by necessity) the formation process of 
a new student leadership team. There is normally some kind of training process involved for new student leaders, but most often 
this process takes up enough time already. It therefore becomes easiest to just repeat the same training as last year’s group. 

If you are confident that you have a winning training formula then certainly there is no need to change it. If, however, you think it 
might be time to review the way you train and develop new student leaders, you might find it useful to consider the four essential 
keys that we have identified and outlined.

Ihave friends who are expecting their first child in four months time. I have recently watched in admiration at how organised and 
prepared they are already. The nursery has been decorated, the furniture in place, the bookshelf filled, the cupboards stocked...

I actually think that the first five years of their child’s life is planned out day by day!
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Resist the allure of trying to neatly contain all student leadership 
training into one initial timeslot. It would be nice, but the reality 
is that leaders to experience some of the ups and downs 
before they are ready to properly engage with some elements 
of training. Multiple training camps are not usually possible, so 
consider allocating a short time in regular meetings for ongoing 
training and look widely for external events which may assist in 
aspects of your training.  

Relationships are essential for a student leadership group 
to have an impact outside of the scheduled team meeting 
times. Gathering student leaders together for training is a 
significant opportunity to build relationships. Be intentional 
about structuring opportunities during training for leaders to 
build relationships with those outside of their normal friendship 
group and also with you as their staff coordinator. This doesn’t 
meant just to ‘play games’ all day. Relationships can be built 
by a variety of shared experiences such as group sharing, 
meals, and project planning. In every aspect of your training, 
consider how to include elements that will build and strengthen 
relationships.  

Many schools assemble a new student leadership group for 
training because... ‘it makes sense to’. This is true, however, 
if you would like to maximise the effectiveness of the training, 
have a clear plan as to what you would like to achieve. At GRIP 
Leadership we are often approached by schools who have 
previously run their own in house training, usually consisting 
of a handful of teamwork games and some broad discussion 
about the forthcoming year. The reason we are contacted is 
that the penny has finally dropped in the realisation that greater 
intentionality is needed in the training process. Questions to 
consider are: What skills need to be taught in the training? 
In which areas do student leaders need to be motivated? Is 
there a school focus area that should be discussed? What 
information needs to be communicated? How do we want the 
leaders to be different as a result of the training?

Human nature seems to push back from fully engaging in 
experiences that don’t seem to connect with the current reality. 
You may have experienced a meeting or PD day on a topic that 
seems totally removed from your own situation... they can be 
difficult. Ensure that when training your student leaders you 
are not simply asking them to engage in leadership learning 
that seems lofty, fluffy, or out of context. Relate every aspect of 
your training to actual school issues and opportunities which 
the students gravitate to. Whenever we train students at GRIP 
Leadership events, we ensure that students have identified 
actual school situations that they intend to contribute to, and 
we always prioritise focused planning time for this.  

ONE:
HAVE A CLEAR PLAN

TWO:
CREATE MULTIPLE 
OPPORTUNITIES

FOUR:
MAKE RELATIONSHIPS 
A PRORITY

THREE:
TRAIN FOR REAL 
PROJECTS
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Term One is an exciting time in the life of 
a student leader. They are just beginning 
their year of leadership responsibilities, 
and for many, they are taking their first 
steps into the areas of leadership and 
responsibility. 
There are so many possibilities and opportunities for the year 
ahead – things to achieve, culture to influence, etc. It is in this 
term that the foundation of your student leadership culture is 
set, as well as the broad plan of action for your student leaders. 
Much of the brainstorming, planning, and goal setting will 
happen in these first few weeks, and this will dictate much of 
the expectation and practical agenda for the remainder of the 
year.

With the critical importance of term one in mind, here are 
three tips for intentional staff to guide and shape their student 
leadership team, in order that they can have their best year 
possible.

By Karl Brown

WHY TERM ONE 
IS CRITICAL

FOR STUDENT 
LEADERS

1) START WITH VISION

Before diving into the specifics of the year, which will probably 
include your expectations for your student leaders, perennial 
activities and tasks that they will be responsible for, and 
other duties that will need to be performed – pause … and 
then begin by painting a picture. Before loading them up with 
tasks, begin by showing your leaders what’s possible. Through 
the use of stories, video examples, slideshows and other 
communication mediums, your new student leaders will have 
their minds expanded – which in turn will lead to broader and 
more courageous thinking and planning. You could, for example, 
present testimonies from younger students about the difference 
that the student leaders have made in their lives; pictures of 
different areas around the school that previous student leaders 
have helped to develop or improve; videos from previous years 
or from other schools that demonstrate what student leaders 
can achieve. By expanding their thinking, you in turn expand 
their potential effectiveness.`
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By Karl Brown

VISION
QUESTIONS

BIG PICTURE

2)  ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS

Asking questions is an excellent way to further challenge 
‘small’ thinking, and to unify a team around logical thinking and 
creating solutions to challenges. Some staff members in charge 
of student leadership teams can fall into the trap of merely 
delegating tasks – which, while potentially effective in a task-
centric capacity, can leave a young team unable to think laterally 
and ask meaningful own questions about areas of need, and the 
value of their contribution within the school community. 

Questions such as:
• What do you think are the most important areas for us to 

focus on?
• What should we keep from last year’s leadership initiatives? 

What should we change?
• What do you think are some areas of need for our younger 

students?
• What do you think are some areas of need for our older 

students?
• What three things would you like to leave as your legacy by 

the end of this year?

Naturally, these are merely a starting point, and many other 
helpful questions will arise as you consider the range of student 
leaders in your team, their areas of interest, and the type of 
contributions that they could make to the team, as well as the 
wider school community.

3)  FOLLOW THE BIG PICTURE WITH A   
 ‘SO WHAT?’

Vision is great – in fact, it’s essential. But it is a trait of many 
young leaders to focus of the big picture, and then struggle to 
transition into the practical and logistical considerations of their 
intentions. In other words – they struggle to make the rubber 
hit the road.

An insightful staff member can ask a well-timed ‘so what’ 
question, which can lead students from simply dreaming and 
brainstorming (which, once again, is very important) to planning 
and goal setting.

‘So what’ is shorthand for a longer question:

“Your ideas are great. Now – with everything we’ve spoken 
about…what are we actually prepared to commit to? Out of all 

of these great ideas, what are we actually going to do?”

Among other things, asking the ‘so what?’ question can modeo 
students that it is what leaders do, rather than what they intend 
to do, that is the measure of their effectiveness. Ideas are great, 
but until they can answer that all-important ‘So what?’ question, 
they will probably just remain as ideas.

With thought and attention given to these three overarching 
points, your student leader’s first term can become an 
inspirational and effective springboard into a significant year of 
service, growth, and contribution.



GRIP
NATIONAL

LEADERSHIP
CAMP

SYDNEY

4 NIGHTS AWAY IN SYDNEY

MAKE FRIENDS WITH OTHER LEADERS

SPEND TIME WITH THE GRIP TEAM

TAKE YOUR LEADERSHIP TO THE NEXT LEVEL

“The camp was awesome! I had so much fun meeting new people from 
all across Australia and I have learnt so much valuable knowledge from 

the GRIP team that has seen me develop my leadership skills.”
- Lloyd, Student VIC

For full details of the next camp visit: 

gripleadership.com/camp

JOIN US FOR 4 DAYS!


